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ACCOLADES FOR

FUTURISTI!

Just wanted to congratulate you on a great show!

“
I took my husband last night to see
FUTURISTI and he loved it and he is very picky so big kudos there. We loved it all but especially the vacuum cleaner dance (of

Very refreshing

course I would love this) and the scenario with the 2 servants- keep it up!!
… and while I was waiting in
line for the women's room a woman struck up a conversation with me about how she regretted not making her son come with

keep this kind of theatre alive

. […] So happy for you and it
her as it was such a great show. […] Kudos and
was great for our students to see it! “
- Catherine Burnett (Movement Professor Department of Theatre, UBC)

marvelous

“It was
! I very much enjoyed the selection of playlets, the humourous Italian script, and the excellent acting.
Congratulations… I hope you were as pleased with Futuristi as was your audience, which, by the way, was very energetic and
engaged. “
- Nancy Gallini

weird, but the good type of weird

…fabulous
“I had a blast last night. Lots of energy, tons of fun, yes,
cast... “
- Lisa Ann Beley (Sessional Instructor Voice, Department of Theatre, UBC and SFU)

You guys are way too funny. I LOVED the

“My friend and I had a WONDERFUL time at the show last night.
vacuum scene, just to mention one.”
- Connie Hardie Management Inc. (Film and TV Agent)

I had no idea what was going to happen next.

What a great evening in the theatre last night!
Everyone was brilliant. Strong cast, direction and hilarious! […] one of the most exciting evenings of theatre I've seen in a long
time. It was crazy and an event with some very funny performers. […] It was unlike anything I've seen. Reminded me of the
Number 14.
- Dave Mackay (Professional Actor and Theatre Professor)

I hadn’t seen anything like it

“My Mom & I came to your play in October – it was so GREAT!
live before. There
was laughing, bits of contemplation, a little translation, occasional head scratching and mainly just being really well entertained
by it all. So creative. You were amazing. You have so much energy and character on stage that radiates out. It was a sold out
performance –

I’m sure you could have played for weeks and had a full house.”
- Danae (Audience member)

excellent touch to a show from the early 20th century.“

“Loved the show… loved the makeup…
- Andy and Laurie (Audience members)

It was amazing!

“
…it was so funny and interesting, really absorbing, and the staging with the projections and use of
the curtains and sound was great. i really liked the plain sets and costumes, the audience was really able to concentrate on
what was going on in each piece, rather than being distracted by embellishments. […] I loved the whole thing...you should have
heard ian, laughing the whole time-- he really likes Monty Python and that kind of thing, so the absurdism was right up his alley.
He’s not a theatre-lover, so it was pretty telling how much he enjoyed the evening […]
-Maryke and Ian (Audience members)

Best I’ve seen in forever.”

